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Preface

First, let me tell you that I'm about to do something I've never done

before. That is to read a scientific paper from a prepared text. For some

reason, this is hardly ever done and seems to be a taboo. But in other

fields it's rather the norm. In many respects, it would seem to be even

better suited to a scientific talk, providing for precision of expression and

economy of words. Probably fewer AGU talks will go past the inevitable

12-minute time limit, the speaker frantically shuffling through the last 2/3

of his or her viewgraphs as that httle traffic light begins to bHnk red and

the convenor nervously stands up to signify stop. Perhaps it's a bad idea

to try my experiment on such a laxge audience, but on the other hand, the

eye contact that I'm abandoning will hkely make no difference in this big

setting-if you're going to fall asleep, you're going to fall asleep regardless of

whether I'm glancing in your direction. Some of you have heard me give talks

before, so you can teU me afterwards which way you like better. Provided

you kept awake throughout.

So let me begin.



Intro

The summer polar mesopause is the coldest region of our atmosphere.

(At the end of the talk, I will discuss the possible asymmetry between the

arctic and the antarctic, but for now we'll stick to the term "polar.") [Fig

ure 1.] Here we have rocket-launched falling-sphere temperature measure

ments made by Frank Schmidlin during the noctilucent cloud campaign in

Sweden in the summer of '91. Note that the mesopause temperature in one

instance is below 100 K. This is the lowest natural temperature measured in

our atmosphere. Even average temperatures are thought to be around 120 K

in the summer polar mesopause.

Why is the temperature so low? And why is it lower in the summer when

the sun is shining continuously than in the dark winter? [Figure 2.] In a

nutshell, the global circulation pattern in the mesosphere is one of summer

to winter, with upward motion at the summer pole coohng adiabatically and

downward flow at the winter pole warming compressionally. (You can see

this in the bottom figure.) In effect, the summer mesosphere is being cooled

by a global refrigerator which counteracts the heating of the summer sun.

The pump for the refrigerator is provided by brealcing gravity waves that

transfer momentum to the mean flow, spinning it up at the summer pole and

spinning it down at the winter pole. Conservation of angular momentum and

continuity completes the circulation cell. The sense of flow is determined by

the fact that only gravity waves with eastward phase speeds make it up to

the mesopause due to the filtering effects of the westward stratospheric flow.

And the reverse is true on the winter side.



So, we can already see that the cold mesopause is a classic CEDAR type

of problem.

Let me mention that, even though this is a good theory and most people

believe it, the only long-term observations of the mean vertical flow in the

polar mesosphere seem to contradict it. [Figure 3.] There appears to be a

significant downward flow in the upper mesosphere in the summer according

to this multi-year composite average of the 50-MHz Poker Flat radar data.

It turns out that one of the bonuses of our radar scattering theory is that it

helps to explain this discrepancy.

As the direct result of the extremely low temperatures, the highest clouds

in our atmosphere also form in the summer mesopause. [Figure 4.] These

are known as noctilucent clouds (or NLC for short), because they are so

tenuous that you can only see them after the sun has dipped below the

horizon, turning the sky dark, but still illuminating the mesosphere from

below. Of course, this means that there are Hmited windows of time and

latitude in which you can see them, but satellites have been able to observe

what axe known as polar mesospheric clouds (or PMC) covering the entire

polar regions which may, in fact, be the same as NLC.

These clouds have received attention lately as a possible indicator of

global change. Since their formation and brightness are sensitive to the

temperature and water vapor content, they should serve as a visible sign of

change in either parameter. Since increase in atmospheric CO2 is believed to

lower the mesopause temperature, and an increase in methane gas is thought

to increase the water content, an increase in both of these greenhouse gases

is projected to make for brighter and more frequent clouds. This has, indeed.



been observed for over 20 years.

Finally, in the same region that produces the low temperatures and

clouds, it was discovered a little over a decade ago that radar waves were

scattered extremely strongly-orders of magnitude more than existing theory

could account for. [Figure 5.] Here we have the original observations with

the 50-MHz Poker Flat radar. The altitude range and the season of their

occurrence corresponded very well to the cold summer mesopause. In the

bottom plot you can see that the summer signals are much higher than the

winter signals. They became known as polar mesosphere summer echoes (or

PMSE).

To give you an idea of the physical morphology of PMSE, I can show

you this plot made from CUPRI, which is a portable, 50-kW, 50-MHz radar

operated by Cornell. [Figure 6.] The top panel shows signal strength versus

height and time, the middle shows vertical velocity, and the bottom shows

spectral width. Note that PMSE usually occur in thin layers. You can also

see a nice example of a gravity wave in the velocity plot. Thus, one of the

benefits of PMSE is that even small radars can observe the dynamics of the

sunmier mesopause region.

Main Text

Now, there are various interesting characteristics of PMSE, but the main

puzzle was their incredibly high signal strength. This is the question I will

be focusing on today: Why are PMSE signals so strong?

The short answer to this question was provided by rockets measuring



the electron density structure. [Figure 7.] These plots compare electron

density fluctuation spectra from the polar summer mesosphere, the polar

winter mesosphere, and the equatorial mesosphere. Note that at the Bragg

wavenumber of a 50-MHz radar, there is several orders of magnitude more

power in the electron density fluctuation in the polar summer than in the

polar winter or in the equatorial region. Since the radar echo strength is

dependent on this quantity, it certainly explains why PMSE are so strong.

But then the question becomes: Why is there so much more structuring

in the electron density in the summer polar mesosphere?

Figure 8.] To reiterate the basics for a moment, radar Bragg scatter

results from refractive index inhomogeneities which, in the mesosphere, is

dominated by electron density inhomogeneities. Their existence depends

on a perpetual struggle between the generation mechanisms and diffusive

dissipation. So, to increase the radar scatter, either the generation rate must

be raised or the electron diffusion must be lowered, or both.

Non-PMSE type echoes in the mesosphere can be explained well by the

structuring of electron density by neutral dynamics, usually turbulence. This

is, in fact, what one would expect for the generation mechanism, since the

electron density is only about one part in 10^° of the neutral density. Since

there is absolutely no evidence for (or any reason to believe that) turbulence

is incredibly intense in the summer mesosphere, other people have suggested

different generation mechanisms that invoke special chemical or electrody-

namic processes. They could be right, but there's not much evidence to

support the existence of these other generation processes. But my point is

that, regardless of the generation mechanisms, if we can find a way to lower



the electron diffusion, then we can explain the strong PMSE signals.

Figure 9.] So. Weneeded to look at electron diffusion in the mesosphere.

Because of the electric field coupHng, electrons and ions are constrained to

diffuse in an interactive manner. This is known as ambipolar diffusion. To

illustrate this phenomenon, I have what is called my "Cow and Black Fly"

analogy.

First, imagine releasing a boxful of black flies in the middle of an empty

field. They disperse very quickly, owing to their high random speeds. These

are the electrons. Now imagine herding a bunch of cows to the center of the

pasture and releasing the flies with them. The grazing cows diffuse away at

much slower random speeds, and the black flies are constrained to follow the

cows due to the natural attraction to their food supply. The cows are ions

and the attraction is the electric force. Thus, we see that electron diffusion

is slowed down by the presence of ions.

The first idea that Wcis proposed was that heavier ions might slow the

diffusion further. Heavier ions do, in fact, exist in the summer mesopause.

Because of the low temperatures, water molecules can cluster around a pro

ton. These hydrated protons can get pretty heavy and they may even act

as nucleation sites for further growth into cloud particles. But as it turns

out, their diffusivity is only proportional to the inverse square root of the

reduced mass, so no matter how heavy the ions became, the diffusion could

not be slowed down significantly. This is because the ion-neutral interaction

is characterized by polarization interaction.

But then I thought: There are much larger particles up there, some even

large enough to be visible from the ground as clouds! And we know that



these aerosols interact with the neutrals more-or-less as hard spheres. Hard

sphere interaction yields a difFusivity dependency which is an inverse square

of the radius. So, the larger the particle, the slower its diffusion.

Comparing the interaction cross sections for polarization versus hard

sphere models, we estimate that the transition from one to the other takes

place for a singly charged particle when its radius is about 5 angstroms. This

roughly corresponds to a cluster ion with 20 water molecules. So particles

larger than this can start to have dramatically lower diffusivities.

Generally speaking, however, the larger the aerosol, the fewer their num

ber. So there was a question of whether there are enough large particles to

make an overall impact on the plasma ambipolar diffusion. So we needed to

quantify this process.

Figure 10.] These are the quasi-neutral diffusion equations for a weakly

ionized, three-species plasma, that is, electrons, positive ions, and aerosols of

any charge. I'll forgo the mathematical details and simply say that a simple

one-dimensional numerical study of these equations yielded the following

results.

Figure 11.] The vertical axis here is the normalized electron diffusivity

and the horizontal axis is effectively the measure of how much of the total

plasma charge is tied up in the aerosols. The different curves correspond to

different aerosol sizes. The top plot is for positively charged aerosols, and

the bottom one is for negatively charged aerosols.

Note that, as expected, larger aerosols reduce the diffusivity more, but

that this effect doesn't really kick in until the total charge on the aerosols

exceed somewhat more than half of the total plasma charge of the same



sign. This is the transition you see here. Note also that both positively

and negatively charged aerosols are effective in reducing the diffusivity. For

reasons to be explained later, we need a reduction in electron diffusivity by

about two orders of magnitude to explain the signal strengths of PMSE, so

from this plot we see that we need aerosols with radius on the order of 0.01

microns. This is well below the average size of visible cloud particles and are

probably sub-visible ice particles themselves.

To satisfy the charge criterion, we need either a large amount of charge on

a small number of particles, or a small amount of charge on a large number

of particles. To examine this question we need to turn to model calculations,

since there is extremely little observational data on the number, size, and

charge states of summer mesopause aerosols.

First, if we assume that the aerosols are purely ice, then the equilibrium

of electron and ion current to the aerosol yields a slightly negative charge of

-1 to about -4 for the largest, that is visible, particles. This pretty much rules

out highly multiply charged aerosols, and we would need a few thousand per

cubic centimeter of these aerosols with a charge of -1 or -2 to account for

PMSE signal strengths. NLC simulations by Turco et al. show that a few

thousand per cc of 0.01 micron ice particles are reasonable.

Figure 12.] So we have here a mini-summary of the most likely state

of charged aerosols that effectively enhances radar scatter in the summer

mesopause. As a bonus, these parameters also happen to agree pretty well

with George Reid's calculation of the kind of aerosols which might be causing

the electron density bite-outs often observed in the region of PMSE. [Fig

ure 13.] Here are two rocket electron density measurements superimposed on
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the radar signal profiles. Note the large density depletion in the right-hand

plot co-located with the PMSE layer. The idea is that these ice particles

are scavenging the ambient electrons to create a depletion layer. [Figure 12.

We can also say that, because these particles responsible for PMSE are sub

stantially smaller than the visible NLC particles, PMSE should exist at a

somewhat higher altitude than NLCs. This is statistically true: the peak

average occurrence of PMSE is at 86 km, whereas the average NLC height

is around 83 km. [Figure 14.] And the first simultaneous measurement of

PMSE and NLC that we made during the NLC-91 campaign showed likewise

that PMSE was at a higher height than NLC.

Now, previously I said that a two-order magnitude reduction in electron

diffusivity was required to explain PMSE echo strengths. I will take a mo

ment to justify that statement. [Figure 15.

If we believe that neutral turbulent advection is a generation mechanism

for electron density fluctuations in the summer mesosphere (and there is in

creasing evidence that it is at least one of the major generation mechanisms),

then we can quantify the effect of decreased diffusivity (or equivalently, an

increased Schmidt number, where the Schmidt number is the ratio of the neu

tral viscosity to the electron diffusivity). Normally in the upper mesosphere,

the Schmidt number is about one and the viscous cut-off and the diffusive

cut-off occur at about the same scales. As the Schmidt number is increased,

however, the diffusive cut-off extends further to smaller and smaller scales.

[Figure 16.] This is a model calculation of radar reflectivity for very intense

turbulence in the mesopause region. The two curves correspond to Schmidt

numbers 1 and 100. The vertical bars are the range of PMSE reflectivities



observed at three different radar frequencies. Note the tremendous leverage

that the Schmidt number (or equivalentlydiffusion reduction) has in enhanc

ing the echo power at radar Bragg scales normally beyond the viscous cut-off.

It appears that a Schmidt number of 100 (and hence, the two-order magni

tude reduction in electron diffusivity) does quite well at explaining even the

strongest PMSEs at VHF.

Note, however, that PMSE at 933 MHz (and also 1290 MHz, not shown

here) are more problematic. According to our reduced diffusion theory, they

would require even larger aerosols, which, due to their smaller numbers would

have to be highly multiply charged. Some have argued that this is possible

if the ice aerosols are contaminated by metallic elements from meteoric dust

which lower their photoelectric work function such that they can become

highly positively charged by sunlight. If such a "dusty plasma" scenario is

considered, a totally different radar scattering enhancement can take place,

which I call "dressed aerosol scatter."

[Figure 17.] A multiply charged aerosol in a plasma wiU acquire a "Debye

sphere" of a net surplus or debit of electrons around it, depending on the sign

of the aerosol charge. If the radar wavelength is substantially longer than the

associated dusty plasma Debye length, then the electron density perturbation

will respond in phase. If you go through the calculations, it turns out that

the radar scattering enhancement over the incoherent scatter level is linearly

proportional to the aerosol charge. There is a further restriction that these

"Debye spheres" not overlap with each other, so in effect, the aerosols have to

be fairly highly charged and relatively far apart. So, dressed aerosol scatter

as candidate for explaining PMSE at ultra high frequencies is a possibility

10



but problematic.

However, there is one other piece of data that prefers the scenario of large,

highly charged eierosols. [Figure 18.] Recall that there is a discrepancy be

tween the theoretical upward flow in the summer mesosphere of about 1 cm/s

versus the radar-observed downward average velocity of about 30 cm/s. This

apparent downward velocity would correspond to the fall speed of a 0.07 mi

cron ice sphere. The radar would only respond to the inhomogeneities in

electron density following what might be called the snow fall, and would not

see the upward motion of the vaporized water and the mean flow.

Before I make a brief summary statement, I would like to give you a news

update from Antarctica. The first search for PMSE in the southern polar

mesosphere by Ben Balsley et al. yielded no trace of them. In retrospect,

this may not be such a surprising discovery, as there is evidence pointing

to a warmer mesopause over the Antarctic. First, there is less gravity wave

activity in the south, which logically leads to an observed weaker meridional

circulation. Satellite measurement of polar mesospheric clouds also show

that arctic clouds are inherently brighter thaji antarctic clouds. All of this

points to a warmer mesopause and fewer aerosols. The few temperature

measurements that exist do point to a warmer mesopause in the south. It

could very well be that the lack of orography in the southern hemisphere-

it's mostly ocean, after all-to force gravity waves is resulting in a warmer

mesopause. This sounds to me like a great CEDAR-type project for someone

to work on.

11



Summary

Figure 19.] In summary: Charged aerosols can dramatically enhance

radar scatter in the mesosphere. And their presence also helps to explain

electron density "bite-outs" and the radar-observed mean downward flow in

the summer mesosphere.

In light of the non-observation in the south, we may have to rename

this phenomenon to yet another stupid acronym, different and yet the same:

Sunmier Arctic Mesopause Echoes.
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Why is the summer mesopause so cold?

(1) Without gravity wave forcing
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Radar scatter
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Model: Quasi-neutral diffusion of weakly
plasma

Generalizing equations ofHill [1978] to multiple c^gns:
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Fig. 3. Heighi profiles of the rocketbome dc probe results and MST radar cdio S/N (solid ciretes) for the.(<2).STATEJ
and {b) STATE 3 rocket flights. The dc probe results are given both in (top scak) probe currenl and. (bpUom,scale)
tentative electron density values, assuming a constant proportionality between the two (se<: text). The dashed lines
illustrate a more typical D region profile.

gions Irf most intense radar backscattcr. It should be noted
that the STATE 1 S/N peak in the radar data is atout 37 dB
near 8^ km, whereas the STATE 3 S/N is much weaker and
lower, reaching a peak of only 23 dBnear85 km. The STATE
3 reisults suggest that the region of radar backscattn corre
sponds to the altitude of steepgradients in the electron drasity
caused by a deep "bite-out" in the electron density of almost
an order of magnitude at 86 km. For STATE 1, however, the
rapidly changing structure in the electron demityand the-cor
responding sharp rise in the radar return power occur above
the small depletion (about 10%)in the electrondetutfy profile
near 88 km. Note that both electron density profiles are not
typical of the normal D region. TheSTATE 3 profile is partic
ularly atypical in that the vertical electron density gradient is
almost zero from 77 to 84 km. (The dashed lines in Figures 3<i
and 36 emphasize this).

A power spectral analysis of the probe data wasperformed
following the method of Blackman and Tukey [1958}. Spatial
power spectraof the relative electron density fluctuations were
first calculated from 2048data points, corresponding to a time
series of about 0.25 s to a height resolution better than 150 m
in the altitudes of prime interest. This time series allowed the
data to be spectrally analyzed in a frequency rangeextending
to over 4000 Hz (i.e., a spatial resolution corresponding to
scale sizes of about 12 cm). This resolution is considerably
finer than the 3-m structure to whidt the 50-MHz radar is
sensitive. In addition, longer time series were analyzed, using
2048 data points over 0.5-, 1.0-, Z0-. 4.0-. and 8.0-s intervals,
to examine the spectra at the iow^frequendes Oongcr scale
sizes). During these measurements the roci^^spin^le was
near 22 revolutions .s~'. Under these conditions, ev"en-4^
mounted probes suffer from somecontamination at the ^xn

fwwer meftrs. U the dalA are

treated as is usually done by constructit g.deviations from :
running mean. Since thespin effects were so prominent:in tht
data, an attempt was made to remove these, as much asrposs--
ble by detrending the data, using a 12-term polynomial.fit i-
the data. Power spectral analysis was conducted; on bon
rocket data sets, and these will be di^ssed.individually in tht
following paragraphs and then compart both wjth the. rads"
data and with each other. ^ r '-7

2.2. STATE 1 ^ ^^3 '
Inspection of the STATE 1electron density results and ti;:

radar data in Figure 3 su^sts that the pCiwer spectral anal
sis should be done in two time/altitude intcrva:ls: (1) from
to 111 s (76-85.8 km), where there were- no strong rada-
echoes, and (2) from III to 123 s(85i5r.92.km), where thcK
were significant rada^echoes.

2.2.1. Interval from 95-1/1 s (76-S^ km). These daii
were spirally analyzed in two tfrae intervals, as shown s
Figure 4a. No turbulent structure is apparent in the elerircs
current measurements shown in intenral I, which isdomiriat^
by rocket spin effects. The power spectrum of these da^
shown in Figure 46, shows the only iigwttoint spiefctral coir-
ponent to be at the spin freque»cy (approximately 22 Hr
Interval 2 of Figure 4<i exhibit mere «r«cture in the currcs
data, and the corresponding spectnxm iii Fi^re 4c sh'owE s
distinct increase in fluctuatioB power« frequrencies-belbw IW
Hz. It should be noted in Figrtc4c that thenoiscicveliat'h^
frequencies decreased with Rtcrcacmg altitude com^ird'u^
Figure 4b, an eflTect which wm tko obsefSrd by Royrpik^
Smifh [1984] in their invc»tif»tio« o(Mewsplimc ttjrbulcns
in Peru.

In power spectral aoMfym H k some<i*«ii usetoV lb fit t
fxjwer law to the soectmm %o Jiluiwiiif dw liTdCT'
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Cuo er At.: Chamqcd aerosols in thb Polar Mesospiibrb
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Fig. 3. Turbulenl radar voliune.reflectivity calculated from the model o{ Dnseell and Kennedy {l,^]-.With

~ ®^ ™ ®,-electron scal4 height —1 km, and turbulent energy dissipation rate= 1 W/kg^ Th^data
poinU cpirespond to the highest recorded echo powers at 46.9 MHz (CUPRI). 224 MHz (EISCAT VHP): 'Ind
9»;-MIfe (EISCAT UHF):> "" ^

rad&r reflectivilj.) Also note that the"curve corresponding
to Sc = 100 matcBo fairly well lo t1je'̂ 6.9-MH2 and 224--
MHz points but fallsJm^y orders ofmagnitude below that
of the.-933-MHz majjc.-'; (Indeed, it falls well below the re~
'flectivity of normal incoherent scatter at this point.) On

. the other hand, the Sc = 1000 curve fits the 46.9-MH2 and
933-MHz points while overshooting the 224-MHz mark. One
interpretation istoignore the 224-MHz d^^pancy Md take
Sc = 1000. Another would be to take Sc ^"lOO and explain
the 933-MHz PMSE as the result Vaf enhanced incoherent
scatter due to charged aerosols. <

We prefer the latter argument'an'd 'apply the turbulent
scatter mechanism with Sc ~ 100 to 46.9 and 224 MHz,
invoking a different mechanism for the 933-MHz PMSE.
ffavnes et al. [1990], have applied a dusty plasma theory

• of-Tsytovich et a/. .[1989] which predicts an enhancement
in tW incoherent radar'scattering cross section by A

. careful analysts by Hagfors [1991] shows that the*s<^U
cross section due to charged aerosolsis -,

fo> \Za\ > 69rijVaT« and :v. .• •
t.' . w i

t Za^a^Nn
(2 +^ - Z. (2 +/?» - Z. ^

for \Za\ < 69T^Na~* where = LO x 10~^" m^ is the
scattering cross section of a single dectron, /? =, knXo, fiR
(m~^) is the radar scattering wavenmnber. and

(25)

is the electron Debye length. Physic^ly, (2^j^iftlies when
the aerosol separation distance is greater fnWjii^^erbsoI
Debye length such that thdrseIf-interactitonai«!fflB||̂ red.
Equation (24) isused when the aerosols must be^^Bferas
a continuum fluid. 'J Twv-'

Comparing the two expressions to the normal D region in
coherent scatter cr-oss scction^of Dougherty and /ar/ey[l963]

we see that significant enhancement of scatter^' libwer- is
only possible in the first case. TUos for m~^,
\Zc\ must exceed 50 for enhanced scatter. Rotiger et at
[1990] have reported a 10-dBenhancement over the ambient
incoherent scatter power (Figure 4), for the one published
PMSE event at 933 MHz. According lo the calibration of
Roltgcr et al. [1990], = 4 X 10* m~^, which yields 0 ~
0.5. If we take = lO' m**^, a conraparison of (23) and
(26)shows we need Z^ =; 95or 2". = -]20 to yield a tenfold
enhancement in radar reflectivity. This is a cfade estimatfe ofimatfe of f ^
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Existence of large chargedparticles also e» help;

1. Radar-measured mean downward velocity

Ice particles form and grow. The larger aerosols fal though
the cold region and sublimate at lower altitudes. The released,
water vapor cycles back up into the cold trap advectedib^ the;
mean upward motion. Radar only observes the eleetEOiL^nsitg'
inhomogeneities which follow only the large, falling paEfetcIejs,;

~^fDwever, particles must be fairly large ~ 0.07 ^im radiias, /
assuming spherical ice, to account for the oWprved dowrn^^?!.^
velocity.)

[Hall et al., 1992]
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